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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Edito.r,
I would like to thank you f o r the effort which you and your group has
put out toward making the Texas Caver the most dependable caving
publication in Texas. For the first time in seve ral ye a r s, cavers have
a reliable method of getting up to date TSA information. Now that Texas
cavers see that the Caver is alive and w ell, I a1n sure tha t you will have
li tt le difficulty getting material for the publication. Thanks for the good
job you did with the AMCS interview. Look for another interview in time
for the July issue . That is a p romise.
The entire Texas publication scene is beginning to shape up. At this
year's TSA convention we have a publicati on room available. We want
to have, perhaps for the first time, all of the material in one room and ready
to sell. I have written A. R i char d, Terry, Moody , and Jerry Lindsey
as king them to bring the various publication s to the convention. I would
li ke for J:..ames Jasek to bring all of this y ears back copi es of the caver.
I talked to George Gray and he agreed to give me all of the olti Texas
Caver files. I will turn them over t o you at the convention. The caves of
San Saba County is now at the printers so we can expec t that out soon. Keith
He uss and Robert Hemperly are working t o up.date the TSA checklist of
T exas caves. They will be in the publicati on room and will urge every
caver there to look at what i s on the list and make any additions necessary.
Once again, the Caver looks great. Good Luck.
Mike Walsh
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TSA Publication Chairman
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TEXAS
SPELEOLOGICAL
ASSOCIATION

OF THE
NATIONAL
SPELEOLOGICAL
SOCIETY

From:
Office of the Chairman
Ronald G. Fieseler
400 Lockhart
Austin, Texas 78704
To:
All TSA members and TEXAS CAVER subscribers
Subj:
Caves, caving, TSA, Convention, etc., etc.
1.
Sorry I havrn •t had a regular chairman 1 s column each month, . but as we
all know, nobody reads chairman's column• anyway. Besides, I have been to
busy going caving and doing my share to advance the science of speleology (a s
resolved at the January 1973 TSA BOG meeting). I hope EVERYONE has fol lowed this resolution.
2.
I am pleased with the progress the TSA and the CAVER has made so fa r
this year. More caving is being done in Texas than ever before, with new
caves being discovered and old ones being mapped and studied. Some people
have learned that Texas caving can be a hell of a lot of fun! Of course everyone knows that the CAVER is back on schedule and plans to stay there. Let's
all try to go caving as often as possible and keep flooding the CAVER with lots
of material!

3.
The 1973 TSA Convention is fast upon us! In fact, you may or may not
be reading this before the Convention. I feel that this is going to be one of the
big ones so plan to attend. Neal Morris (Vice-Chairman) assures me that all
plans are going nicely. Bring your friends!
4.
So far, we have no bids for a TSA Project. Anybody got any ideas? Of
all the caves and areas in Texas, surely someone can arrange a Project. It
may even be necessary to go find a NEW cave to have a project in. There are
lots left to be discovered. GO FIND THEM!!! That•s what caving is all about.
You~ a caver, aren 1 t you?
Remember ••••••• YCDCSOYA!
5.
I am fast running out of paper so I guess I will bring this harangue to a
halt. In closing ••• go caving, go to the Convention, send material to the CAVER,
and you will make me, your caving friends, and yourself very happy. Thanks.
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SAFE CAVE DIVING
by Chuck Stuehm
Cave diving in recent years has attracted a growing number of divers
with a variety of knowledge and skills. Drawn to thousands of underwater
caverns, divers have uncovered the treasures, the beauty, and the dangers
of these underwater wonderlands.
With the growing popularity of underwater caving, there has been an increase of needless drownings. Had these divers first realized that cave diving is an entirely different type of diving, these tragedies need never have
occurred.
Safe cave diving is not the kind of diving to be learned from a book or as
a "do-it-yourself!' project or by reading this article. It is a distinctly different discipline.
The National Association for Cave Diving was formed to increase safe cave
diving knowledge. They reccomend the following guidelines:
TEN SAFETY RULES FOR CAVE DIVING
l. always dive with a buddy and~ with him
2. plan your dive IN ADVANCE
3. have sufficient air (preferably doubles)
4. use a sturdy line on a reel tied securely outside the cave
5. never let go of your safety line
6. use a dependable primary light and carry a spare
7. don't overextend your capabilities or those of your buddy
8. beware of crumbling walls and ceilings
9. beware of stirring up silt
10. avoid panic by being trained for emergencies
Do not attempt cave diving until you have the proper knowledge and skill
to bring yourself and your buddy out of any situation that may arise.
EQUIPMENT NECESSARY FOR CAVE DIVING
The following equipment is essential for cave diving.
must be maintained in excellent working order.

All equipment

First, and most important of all is A DEPENDABLE BUDDY.
The basic equipment is:
-mask, fins, full wet suit
-double tanks, 71. 2 cuft. each (these should not have "J 11 reserve)
they should have a single hose regulator with submersible pressure gage
- watch
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-submersible decompression tables
-knife, in an accessible place
-weight belt (if needed)
flotation device (plastic bleach bottle or plastic gasoline can, but
not a flotation vest)
Cave diving equipment:
-primary light of at least 30 watts with storage battery
-safety light
-safety line reel with at least 1 /8" nylon line to be used as a guide
line only, never to be pulled on, and not to be confused with a
safe-line
Training necessary for cave diving:
1. learn the theory and skill of diving in a basic scuba course
2. MASTER the fundamental skills of scuba diving
3. practice emergency techniques in open water until they become
second nature
4. take an advanced course in scuba diving
5. take a "cave diving course" or begin cave diving slowly in the
company of an expert cave diver
6. log at least 20 dives with expert cave divers before you
attempt cave diving with anyone with less experience than an
expert
For an excellent manual on cave diving, write for:
"Proceedings of the First Annual Seminar on Cave Diving'',
from:
·
The National Association for Cave Diving
2900 NW 29th Avenue
Gainesville, Florida 32601
The cost for this publication is $ 1. c;o (no C. 0. D.'s)

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

The sixth Annual Cave Diving Seminar will be held at Lindenwood Colleg e
in St. Cha r les, Missouri on June 16-17, 1973. Participation is open to anyon e
i11terested in any aspect of cave diving. The program will offer topics of interest to both the sport diver and the scientist. Papers will discuss cave di ving
in Latin America and And ra e Island as well as explore the development of ne w
cave diving techniques a :o.d equipment. Scientific papers are being accepted now
that discuss other .topics relevan t to the natural and hyper-baris sciences. The
program includes a banq•;,e t and th e opportunity to participate in a Certified
Cave Diving Course tha t wiH be h r:.Jd in the Missouri Ozarks from June 18 to
June 23, 1973. Additional info nnation and registration forms are available
from the National Asso ciation fat- Cave Diving, 2900 NW 29th Avenue, Gaine s ville, Florida 32601.
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CAVE CLEANERS STRIKE AGAIN
''Greetings ... this is Nurdo McFroyd along with 0. M. W. reporting
from BG headquarters. The Balcones Grotto is at it again. A conservation trip to Inner Space Caverns (Georgetown) took place on February
3, 1973.
''Ahem ... my fellow Texas Cavers, over a period
of the last four years ... the nasties ... that grotesque
enemy of caves . .. TRASH! Wrestling around with the
nasties were: Jim Griffin, Dave Wymer, Tom Jones,
Ernie Wymer, Chuck Talmadge, and B. G. Conservation Chairman Mike Warton.
''We are happy to inform you that we beat the nasties in the tenth round ( a ten hour trip)! What is not
needed now 1s ... four more years .. . for the nasties
to come back. Yes ... my friends, even Speleo T. Agnew would have
fought the nasties! The trip went something like this:
''And in the beginning there were:
Papers in the Press Room
Munchies in the Mud Room
Reefers in the Reef Room
Bottles in the Bone Room ... and
Trash at Turner's Turnaround.
Car bide in the Chapel
Cans in the Kitchen
Wrappers in the Round Room
Scraps in the Squid Room ... and
a spot of tea in the T Room ... ah ...
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Newspapers in nasty crawlways
Crud at the Christmas Tree
Dumps at the Dragon's Mouth
Nasties in the New Dry Section ... and ...
No nasties in the New Section!
At the end of the day's ordeal a filled (large) duffel bag was presented to Mr. Brummett, who presented us ... with a smile as big as
Texas!

CARBIDE LIGHT CLAMP
by Jim Griffin
For the caver who does not yet have a helmet that comes furnished
with mounts (you can obtain one of this type through the NSS) and is
wondering how to go about satisfactorily attaching his lamp to an ordinary construction-style helmet, here is an idea: use a radiator hose
clamp. It makes an inexpensive, simple, yet extremely sturdy mount.
All it takes is a screw type radiator hose clamp, a screwdriver, a
sharp knife, and a punch. (An ice pick will suffice for the last) When
you purchase your clamp be sure and get one large enough to pass around
your lamp with 1 1/2 to 2 inches left over.
To attach your lamp to the helmet, take your punch, ice pick, etc.,
and punch a hole through the top center front of the helmet (see drawing).
This is for a round hook-style lamp. Next, hang lamp in place so as to
locate position of slits. To mount a standard size Justrite lamp, these
slits should be approximately 1 1/4 inches apart (5/ 8 inch off center line
of helmet). With the lamp hanging by the hook the slits should be made
far enough down the helmet so the clamp will ride around the base of the
lamp. Make your slits approximately 5/8 inch long, just slightly longer
than the width of the clamp. This will insure against the tearing of the
slits by the clamp. After the slits are made, run your clamp from the
outside of the helmet through to the inside and back out again. Position
your lamp in place and tighten the clamp down.
I have used this method on two of my own helmets and after several
strenuous caving trips have found it to work very nicely.

I'

clar.np installed
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DEPENDENT LIBERATION
by Bill Russell

Cavers who are in the immediate family of an NSS member are
eligible to become dependent members of the NSS. Dependent membership is less expensive than regular membership, since dependent
members do not receive NSS publications, but in all other respects
they are regular members. The Balcones Grotto feels that it would
encourage the whole family to be more active in the NSS if dependent
membership were abolished and all members of the family could be
regular members of the NSS without buying multiple copies of publications. Dependent membership is clearly a low-status term and
serves no purpose other than to stigmatize the recipient. Dependent
is not an appropriate word in the modern family where all members
contribute their share.
Assuming NSS dues structure is rational, dependent members now
pay their fair share, including helping to pay the cost of preparing
publications. The difference in dues should be the cost of printing
and mailing a set of publications , so there should be no economic
reason to discourage "dependent 11 membership. Dependent members
can easily enjoy equal status with other _s . This can be accomplished
by dropping the dependent membership category (By Laws, paragraph 6) and adding to the regular membership paragraph a sentence
reading: 11 Regular membership is available at a reduced rate to persons not wishing to receive NSS publications who are in the immediate
family of an NSS member who receives publications . 11 If desired, a
similar clause could be added to associate membership. This should
encourage the participation in the NSS of many already active cavers.

TRIP REPORTS
Wimberley Bat Cave
by Bill Russell
Despite the below-freezing chill of the morning, seventeen people
met at Mike Warton 1 s house for the December 10 trip to the Wimberley area. The principal objective of the trip was to check two sinks
previously located by Ernie Wymer. The first sink was only about
eight feet deep to a dirt plug; the second, located about 200 yards
north of Wimberley Bat Cave, was a narrow sink about 15 feet long
and four feet wide. At the bottom ot this shallow surface depression
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two holes dropped into a lower fissure. After about half an hour
spent removing rocks, exploration ended at a depth of about 20 feet.
Then it was decided to visit Wimberley Bat Cave so the new cavers
could learn about mapping. But first we squeezed into Pucker Cave
which lies about 200 feet east of Wimberley Bat Cave across an
area of bare limestone pavement. The entrance to Pucker Cave is
a downward-sloping squeezeway at the base of a sink about eight
feet deep and 20 feet in diameter. The squeezeway leads for ten
feet over small rocks to a low room about 20 feet in diameter and
four feet high. From this room a narrow crawlway leads to a
tight crack and then to a drop. Here excitement ran high, but the
drop was only ten feet high, easily climbable, into a room about
25 feet long and six feet high, where the cave ended in muddy
breakdown.
Cavers then crossed over to Wimberley Bat Cave. The first
one down the pit reported the air was good- -probably due both to
the absence of bats during the winter (only three were seen) and
to the circulation caused by cold air flowing into the entrance. In
the good air, climbing around in the cave was enjoyable, though
most used equipment in going up and down the chimney leading into
the bat room, as the walls were wet and slippery. While the mappers surveyed and sketched, Mike Warton and Ernie Wymer dug in
a narrow pit at one corner of the Bat Room. They were able to remove several key rocks and slide through into a parallel pit that
dropped into water. Once the diggers reached the bottom, they
realized how difficult it is to climb out of a pit when the smooth
slimy walls are in places only eight inches apart. (The width of
this paper) By removing clothes and working as a team pushing
and pulling each other at the tightest spots, everyone was able to
reach the top. The return from the cave was uneventful. The area
around Wimberley Bat Cave is being subdivided and most of the old
roads have been fenced across, making it impossible to drive to the
cave.
LOST GOLD CAVE & DRUM CAVE
by Mike Warton
Personnel= Robert Gregory and Mike Warton. The purpose of
this trip was taking dimensions of the entrance for future gating of
Lost Gold and checking a nearby lead, Drum Cave, which is filled
partially at six feet down. A digging trip could prove successful.
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WIMBERLEY BAT

CAVE

by Bill Russell

Location and description. Wimberley Bat Cave is located four
miles northwest of Wimberley at an elevation of about 1030 feet. (USGS
Rough Hollow Quadrangle). The cave is on a brush-covered flat above
the east bank of Cypress Creek about one mile upstream from Jacob's
Well. The entrance is a vertically-walled sink 25 by ten feet, easily
entered on one end where the drop is only four feet. From this end the
floor slopes downward into a walking passage that deadends after 20
feet. A four foot deep pit at the end of the entrance slope leads to a
crawlway to a small room where a pit broken by several ledges drops
25 feet to the main portion of the cave. Eastward from the pit a series
of generally walking-size passages leads back under the entrance and
finally ends in breakdown. Northwest from the pit is the Bat Room,
about 70 feet long, first as a high narrow gallery with domes reaching
to over 40 feet above the floor, and then as a horizontal room ten feet
high and 2 0 feet wide. The floor in this area is covered with a thick
coat of damp guano. From the north corner of this room a narrow pit
drops 30 feet to water at the approximate level of Jacob's Well, 98 feet
below the entrance.
Biology. The biology of Wimberley Bat Cave has been little studied.
The cave is inhabited by numerous bats during the summer and the air
in the lower portion of the cave becomes very poor. Any strenuous activity is difficult. During the winter, increased circulation ventilates the
cave, but the dry cool drafts appar,ently drive the more delicate troglobites away from the accessible parts of the cave. The aquatic fauna
should be especially interesting, as the aquatic fauna of the Jacob's Well
watershed area is unknown. A small collection of the plentiful spiders
and crickets made in December of 1973 has yet to be identified.
Geology.
The flat above the cave is the stripped upper surface of
the more resistant "reef" limestone in the lower Glen Rose Formation.
Where the upper surface of this unit is well defined, it frequently forms
a distinct topographic bench. This bench is visible along Cibolo Creek
from Cascade Caverns to Camp Bullis , along the Guadalupe River from
the Farm Road 474 crossing near Century Caverns to the headwaters of
the Canyon Reservoir, and in several outcrops along the Blanco River.
Much of the area along the Blanco is poorly known speleologically, but
caves occur in the lower Glen Rose limestones along the Blanco River
from about four miles east of Blanco to at least as far east as the junction
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with the Little Blanco River. Along and south of the Narrows are numerous caves, sinks, and pits, but they are generally quite small. About
two miles west ofT Cave and southwest of P ayton, large holes in the bed
of the Blanco were artificially plugged to prevent loss of wa ter. This
water probably only flows underground to r eappea r again in the Blanco
River, though it is possible that some water esc apes to the south to feed
the large springs at the head of Spring Branch in the Guadalupe River
drainage. Caverniferous li mestone appears to be absent along the
Blanco River immediat e ly upstre am from Wimberley. The geologic
map of the Wimberley area by Grimshaw indi cates the outcrop of the
favorab le 11 reef 11 limestone is co nfined to the Cypress Cree k Valley.
This valley apparently provides the water for Jacob's Well both from
losses in the creek bed when the creek is flo w ing and through numerous
small sinks on the uplands adjacent to the creek. The upper surface of
the 11 reef zone 11 is not continuous and massive reef limestone can be
seen grading l aterally into typical upper Glen Rose limestones and
mar ls in several places. This lateral gradation is particularly we llexposed on a hillside one mile due w est of Jacob's Well, wh ere a local zone of massive limestone grades within a few feet into typical
marly Glen Rose.
The base of the Glen Rose is not exposed in the Wimber le y area
so the thickness of the caverniferous zone is not known. Jacob's Well
has been explored to a depth of 100 feet and the entrance to Wimberley
Bat Cave is at least 80 feet stratigraphically above the entrance to
Jacob's Well, giving a total thi ckness of almost 2 00 feet of cave -forming lower Glen Rose. Where the base of the Glen Ros e is exposed to
the south along the Guadalupe River, the lo we rmost Glen Rose is com posed of about 100 feet of massive, relatively pure limestone overlain
by varying amounts of a less resistant but still bench-forming limestone. The total thickness of cave-forming limestone is up to 200 feet
south of Kendalia. The entire Glen Rose formation becomes more
caverniferous towards the Natural Bridge Caverns area, w ith Natural
Bridge and Bracken Bat Cave developed in the upper Glen Rose. Dinosaur Cave has developed in the upper Glen Ros e just south of Canyon
Dam and vertical pits are present in the upper Glen Rose as far north
as Fisher's Store just southwest of the Wimberley area.

---./
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By Greg Passmore
Bill Brooks , R u s t y L andry , and I had a free weekend, July the 28 ,
R u sty had n eve r be e n c a v in g befo r e but was mo r e than ready to go.
We
pi c ked th e infamous Brehm m e r C ave i n C omal County . By 10:00 we wer e a t
the scene and read y to e nter . Upo n a p p ro a chin g th e sinkhole the strong sme ll
of ammonia remind e d me of t h e ba t s ( t o w hich I soon found Rusty has a
phobia).
We crawled u nd e r the bat s so as to n o t to dist u rb them. In the ro om
ri g ht beyond th e min e shaft was s potted so me fantastic l o oking fungi which
greatly res e mbled y e llow and w h ite a nge l hair . We treked our way back
almost to signatur e ro c k until the b a ts b e came t o o b a d to bother with. We
h e aded back out, but d ue t o fate w e were i n t er rup ted before we got out of th e
cave. Once back in the "mine s ha ft" ro om I s udd enly th o ught I heard an
airplane. I looked u p ju s t in time to s ee n o t hin g b u t blackness due to a
gr e at part of th e bat pop ulation be c o mi n g ai rborne. I was lucky enough to
jump behind some forma tio ns, b ut b ot h R ob and R usty we r e caught out in th e
open. After g e ttin g t he b a ts out o f m y shi r t a n d pa nt s, I looked over to see
the two of th e m totall y c o ver e d w ith bats. T he li ttl e b e asts had no sooner c ome
than they started settlin g d own agai n o n t h e cei ling. We he ad e d home puzzl ed
to what exactly had happ ened sin c e we had take n su c h special care not to dis turb the bats.
About thr ee o r f o ur days later Ru s ty c a m e down to my house asking
what a bat bite Looked l i k e. A ll d own h is l e ft arm we:t e a series of closely
set marks , which lo o ked s us picous 1y like pun ctur e wounds. After talking to
all sorts of peopl e ( c a ve rs , do c to rs an d the like ) th e ingenious idea came up
to che ck with a v eterinar i an. T h e i dea sound e d ridiculous but we thought w e
might as well. The vet e rinarian ver ifi e d that the marks were actually caus e d
by the numerous c uts which we re acqu ir ed from the claws of the bats. So i n
the Long run all turn e d out for th e b etter, th e rabies series would not be ne cessary- hopefully.
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by Ken A . Griffin

Th i s i s a true account of the first caving exploits of what later became
Spe l e an Group of Nassau Bay. The cave is believed to actually be Mirror
Cave , n e ar McNeil, Texas.
Unfortunately, this is the way many are introduced to caving, but this
tra uma is not ne cessary if new cavers could begin caving with organized groups .
The sun was getting hotter and my temper wa s getting shorter .
"Why don 't we just ask the rancher where the hell his cave is?" I
plead e d. But , n o, Vern knew where it was. We just couldn't find it. For two
hou rs we had bee n hiking around looking for what he called Mural Cave . He
had explored it a bout ten years previously.
"It's got t o be here! 11 he exclaimed. Oskar , Gary, Chuck and I began
to boo and curse. We had left Houston at 5:00AM, and now it was ten o'clock
and hot.
Oskar and I had never been in a cave before so we were naturally
apprehensive without the trying frustration of aimless wandering in search
of the elus ive ca ve . Vern was the only one familiar with the area. Gary had
cave d in Arkansa s, Chuck had scuba caved in Florida. Now our enthusiasm
was fading .
We finally decided to abort our plans and go to another cave Vern'knew"
about nearby, we st of McNeil.
"Could th is be it? 11 Gary asked. Vernon went crazy. This was it - just
a ho le in the flat limestone about the diameter of a garbage can. I didn't even
r ealize caves we re like that. I had visualized an opening in a hillside or ravine
wal l. V e rnon wa s still jumping and hollering with delight as we peered nervous ly into blackness.
I ignited a flare and dropped it into the stone garbage can. It went d own
straight about 2 5 or 30 feet and landed in a pool of clear water. The ladder
that was once the re was now only a fond memory in Vern's mind. We would
have to rope in (a nd out). Gary had thoughtfully brought a manila rope, just
tn ca se . He sec ured one end to a nearby cedar stump and threw it down, as
we p r e pared for the spelunking.
I put on my nylon jacket (Gary said it was cold in caves), hooked up my
e lectric headlam p, put my army gloves on and gobbled up a tasty tootsie roll.
"What th' hellisthatgodawfulsmell!" I suddenly exclaimed . It was my
fir st whiff of c arb ide. The other four guys were all loading their stinky lamps .
I sat up wind sm oking a Winston and watching them .
At last we were ready. Vern wrapped the rope around his body and
r appe lle d into th e abyss. I didn't even know what a rappel was so I tied the
r ope around my waist and arms, and my friends lowered me iri. About two
fee t d own was a l edge with openings in the rock wall and dead grass shaped
like a nest . A p erfect snake house! Oh God, if a rattler gets you on the
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neck ...• throw in the towel. A chill ran up my spine as my hair stood on end .
But they lowered me past with no snake appearing.
Suddenly I was emersed in cool darkness with strange squeaks and
flutters around me. I switched my lamp on.
"Bats." said Vern.
"Jesus!" said I.
At the bottom of the uncomfortable drop, I stood ankle deep in the cr ystal clear pool looking at the skeleton of a very large snake and an unfortunat e
goat as I untied my square knot. It was good to see that snake skeleton.
The cave was beautiful. Very damp and muddy, but beautiful. This
was a fantasy. A mystical elfin cathedral of a forgotten time and place. W ith
everyone safely in, we began to explore. My GI combat boots (not the jungle
type) were insufficient on the muddy slippery rock. And those bats! We ha d
invaded their domain and they were really stirred.
We wandered and explored as Chuck and Oskar took photos. There
must have been eight million bats in that small cave. After an hour or so we
began to consider our egress . For some reason we had all assumed we cou ld
climb that skinny rope. None of us had even heard of a prussik. It was onl y
about 25 feet up; we just thought we could climb it.
It was an open climb until about 15 feet up where the rope came nea r
a wall where we could use our feet. I grabbed the rope, started to climb a nd
immediately realized I could not do it.
"Better rest up first" I said, excusing myself to sit on a nearby bou lde r.
Fear crept into the tepid hole as each man struggled in an attempt to negotiat e
the terrible rope . No one could climb out! No one knew we were in the ca ve 1
We were in trouble. I tried the rope again. A half-inch rope ain't the sam e
as a one-incher like in the gym. Nobody panicked, but we did consider cl im bing out on a sunbeam and a ray of hope .
We sat with despair and gloom, minds racing for solutions, when C hu ck
miraculously found a long cedar pole that had, for some reason, been droppe d
in the cave some years previously. It was water-logged and very slick, but it
reached the upper wall after we stacked big rocks under it. The pole had n o
limbs but offered nubs and a few bent nails for precarious footing. Vern was
the most agile so he would go first. Chuck was the strongest so he would be
second. The four of us formed a human pyramid while Vern climbed up our
backs onto the slimy log, and after much swearing, slipping, and wishing, got
his f e et on the wall and scrambled up and out with a great cheer from every one.
This aroused the bats again, but no one cared.
Likewise, up and out went Chuck with Vern pulling from above. Th en
Gary . I stood on Oskar 1 s shoulders and tied myself in so that if I fell I wo uld
not hit bottom. The three happy topsiders began to .pull as I began to climb
the now very muddy and slippery wooden saviour. My pants caught on a nail
and they pull e d the log with me. What an ordeal. The rope was crushing m y
ribs as I dangled trying to free myself of that damn nail. Free! I guess I got
pissed at the situation and my anger gave me a burst of needed energy . I
s c urried up and out with no thought of the snake house.
The wonderful golden sun hit my face as I inhaled fresh country air
a nd a gentle breeze cooled my sweating body. The sensation coupled with th e
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re alization of being out was almost overpowering. I shed the rope, my jacket,
h ardhat, and tens ion, and relished the pleasure flat on my back. Oskar tied
th e. rope around his waist a:nd we all hauled him out elevator style. When he
cle ared the opening we began laughing collapsed. The mental strain was lifted.
I sat staring at the limestone garbage can that was previously, and only
br iefly, considered a probable tomb. I pondered our mistakes of the morning
(which were numerous and deadly) and swore to never play such a game again
without a full deck.
We all walked away from the site feeling a little closer to each othe r
and considering ourselves a little wiser . Now we would seek out the oth e r
cave Vern told us about. He assured us it was a 1 1walk-in 11 • We looked f orwa rd to another challenge . Now we were cavers!
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A recent incident {see "The Life You Save", April TEXAS CAVER)
pointed out a relatively little known phenomenon which takes place when
synthetic rope fibers run across each other. The heat generated by frictio n
softens the molecules and permits a cross-bonding to develop. This resul ts
in eventual and catastrophic rope failure. Failure commonly occurs quite
rapidly and with no warning; several seconds of contact being average in
most cases before rupture.
This failure may occur with any of the synthetic fibers which are mad e
from materials in the molten state such as Nylon, Dacron, and Terylene.
This effect is known as weld-abrasion.
As the cross bonds are made, the newly formed bonds may rupture or
one of the filaments may be pulled out. The latter occurs when one of the
ropes is fixed and the other is running--such as a chest harness-climbing
rope arrangerre nt or a rappel rope-seat sling arrangement. This is becau s e
the temperature of the fixed webbing rises to the softening point and small
particles adhere to the main rope. Eventually the strength of the webbing
will be reduced to such an extent that it will break or separate. For this
reason, nylon ropes should not be allowed to run over other nylon ropes or
webbing . Nylon ropes used as anchors for the belayer have been known to
cut through due to the weld-abrade action of the climbing rope when used
to hold a fall.
You can demonstrate this phenomenon yourself. Have one person hold
a loop of nylon webbing. Pass a length of climbing rope through the loop,
and have someone else start a rapid, tight, see-saw action with this rope.
Two inch heavy Nylon 6 has been cut through in 5 seconds. Nylon 6. 6 take s
longer because of its higher melting point, but not enough longer to give an y
security.
Cavers can prevent the occurance of weld-abrasion by following a few
simple rules. Some of these points are: when rappeling, make sure you
do not run the free end of the rope over your seat harness to slow your
descent; when using a climbing method that requires a rope to pass over a
harness, use an ascender box or some other protective material or device
between the rope and harness.
Inspect harnesses and ropes often. Discuss this problem with new
cavers so they will at least become aware of the dangers of weld-abrasion.

*

*

•

•
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*
NOTE ON "YE OLDE HrSTORY"

*

*

*

~

Due to some confuswn on who actually has the remaining copies, the pr e sent editor found out that the 1972 editor now has the Ye Olde History's. To
those who have sent in their money for this valuable publication, your patien c e
is soon to be rewarded and your requests are being rapidly handled by Mike
Moody now.
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A continuing column about the misadventures at Dead Deer Cave, in
Bexar County.
by Glenn Darilek
As predicted in last month 1 s installment, there were further difficulties
a t the cave. Indeed, as we were putting together the April issue on March 4,
19 73, two men were entering and exploring the cave without the proper equipm ent. Two of the local people who lived in a nearby trailer park disregarded
the fact that a rescue was required the preceeding weekend, and repeated the
m istakes that were made by the younger people on the trip before.
Well, maybe it takes rapid recurring incidences like this to get organi zed cavers moving. With the impetus started by Mike Walsh and Chuck
Stuehm, Phil Winker made a gate of a 2. 5 em. thick steel donut about one
m eter in diameter. The gate has a removable iron door with the lock located
on the inside. It was installed on March 18th by Mike Walsh, John Graves,
F orrest Smith, and Glenn Darilek. The foundation is made up of a 10 em . 11 1 11
beam with steel reinforced concrete. The lock was not installed at that time
for fear that there might have been someone in the cave. Later that week,
J ohn and Steve Fleming returned to add more concrete and the finishing touche s. On March 26th, Phil and Glenn installed the lock with television coverage.
N ow, maybe those with less initiative will not bother the cave, and those with
s tronger wills will see the gate as another challenge that must be overcome
b efore they too can be rescued from the famous Dead Deer Cave .

*
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CARTA VALLEY S. U. C. K. S. NEWSLETTER

>:C

REVIEW

*

Edited by assorted Guest Editors. 1969 to date.
Now in it 1 s fourth volume, the CV Newsletter has gone through succeeding
s tages of improvement, both in quality and in content (according to some knowl edgeable subscribers). Originally it was a xerox-type publication containing
m ostly membership lists, trip reports, and an occasional article or story.
Now, it is being offset printed by the OZTOTL Printing Company in Austin, Texa s and contains MANY photographs, artwork, news, BS Columns, trip reports,
c artoons, stories and articles. Of special interest in the latest is sue is the next
in stallment in the famous Carta Valley Glacier explorations and a first for A NY
caving publication ... .a pictorial foldout in the true Carta Valley tradition~ ~ !
The CV Newsletter is said to contain lOOo/o of the minimum adult daily requirement of pornography (and perhaps even more ! ) The redeeming social values are redeeming. Because the various Guest Editors are unsure what would
happen if this publication should fall into the hands of the enemy, subscriptions
are limited to CV Sucks members, a few complimentary subscriptions, and a
rare exchange. There are ~ot many who have the right (or wrong) frame of
mind to accept such a Newsletter. To find out if you do, just ask your friendly
neighborhood CV SUCKS member (there is one near you) to let you read his
treasured collection.. At the very least, it will be an experience !
R. Glenn Fieseler
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NEWS

i HISTORY

HUACO CAVERS
Aiter spendmg much arduous labor on assembling the TEXAS CAVER,
the Huaco Cavers began to take a closer look at what the publication was all
about--CAVES!!! What are caves, we wondered; it sounded interesting.
As a result of this new and astounding discovery, we decided to find out!
Thus our group was re-vitalized by a flourish of caving activity.
L1ving in Waco, we find ourselves to be a good distance from caving
areas. Since Gorman Falls is the closest and most easily accessible area,
we have been spending a lot of time looking there for new and hopefully
spectacular discoveries. See the trip reports in this issue reported by
Noel Sloan.

CENTRAL CATHOLIC
The CCSC has gated three caves in the past two months and we have
plans for gating seven more caves in the near future. Our club was formed
in Dec. of 1972 and though we lack the years that other grottoes and organizations ' have, we still feel that we are fulfilling a need .
Our gating committee needs some financial support, so if you can
possibly spare a nickle or a dollar, we sure would appreciate it. Mail
contributions to--Gate Fund! care of Pete 0' Neill, 2 726 Danbury, San
Antonio, Tex. 78217 .

TEXAS A&l GROTTO
The A & I officers for 1973 are: Amador Cantu, Chairman ; Maxine
Miller, Vice- Chairman; Fred Paschal, Treasurer.
In addition to planning for the annual Beach Party, grotto members
have been caving a lot in Mexico. There will be a semi-official .club trip
to the Rocksprings -Carta Valley area planned for the Easter break.

U T GROTTO
The University of Texas grotto meets the first and third Wednesdays
of each month in Room 121 of the old Physics building. The meetings start
at 7:30PM just after the God's Little Grotto meeting at seven. The officers
of th e UT Grotto are: President, Frank Binney; Vice-President, Craig
B itt inger ; Equipment Chairman, Pete Strickland.

~he
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The plastic carbide lamp is now being tested by several cave rs,
including David Mischke and Ralph Gerhardt, It now seems that
in addition to charging more money for an inferior lamp, Justrite
is now depending upon its customers to do the quality testing . The
problem of melting out the tip assemblies is aggravated by dirty
or rusted r e fl e ctors that capture excess heat . This is especially
true when a flame protector is used . Meanwhile, Just rite may
have ruined their near monopoly as evidenced by the increasing
popularity of imp o rted Premier and other brass lamps.
Often the greatest beauty lies behind a pile of guano. (T. 0. Farmer)
In answer to those questions I received , the answer is "No!" (El
Termito)
Non-caver to Paul Duncan, "What's gonna happen when you get to
the bottom of one of those big caves and find what's been digging
them?"
The operation of light dredging equipment for placer gold in the
streams of South America will be the topic of a one-week course
at Lindenwood Colle ge in St. Charles, Missouri . The course,
"Gold Dredging Operations in Brazil" will be held from October
2 8 to November 2, 1973. The program is sponsored by the Education Committee of the Adventure's Club, PO Box 244, St. Charles,
Missouri 63301. Additional information and registration forms
are available to anyone sending a self-addressed, stamped envelope to the Committee.
Want to get lit? For a real wild experience break open Cool-Lights
at night and sprinkle the liquid on everyone and everything. This is
really wild if you sprinkle some on your clothes and greet someone
coming out of a real gross cave .
Y C D C S 0

S N A F

Y A -You Can't Dis co ver Caves Sitting On Your
Arm c hair.

U - Situation Normal -All Fouled Up
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CARE & FEEDING OF SEALED NI-CAD BATTERIES
by Glenn Darilek
Sealed Ni-Cad batteries are becoming more and more popular as a
source of power . There are a few things you should know about the batteries for optimum efficiency and life. Charged Ni-Cads unfortunately
have a short shelf life and must be charged within a weEk of their use for
best capacity. Each month the cells loose about 30% of the charge they
had at the beginning of the month. This is no problem as long as you charge
the cells each time you use them.
There has been a lot of worry over chargmg the sealed c ells . If you
charge at the C/10 rate (the capacity divided by 10 hours) eg. (" 6 amps
for 6 AH batteries) for 14 to 16 hours there is no chance for cell degredation.
If you forget to turn the charger off, charges of up to one week will not seriously damage the cells. If you want to keep your cells on continuous charge ,
use the C/40 rate (.15 amps for 6 AH batteries). The only way to be sure
that batteries on charge are fully charged is to feel the cells to see if they
are warm. This shows that the charging power is being converted to heat
rather than chemical energy. If you have charged your cells overnight and
they are not yet warm, don't worry because it takes several hours for this
heat to build up. Always make sure that you connect the battery to the charg e r
with positive to positive terminal and negative to negative.
The only other thing to watch is that you do not discharge the cells
completely. If your light goes dim, turn it off and switch to another battery.
This simple precaution will prevent the possibility of cell reversal. Always
store your batteries disconnected and guard against accidentally shorting the m
out in your pack.
These precautions will insure that your Ni-Cads will deliver the cheapes t
source of power available. (An advertised number of cycles for Ni-Cads is
3000. If you pay $30 for your Ni-Cad set up, this costs you 1~ for each use).

*

•

*

*
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An impetuous caver named Jack
Was eabracing his girl in a shack.
Said the maiden demure,
"Y ou'll exc use me , I'a sure,
But I think you're s t i ll wearing yo ur ra ck!' '

*

*

*

*

*

*

DATE: January 12, 1973
DESTINATION: Gorman Falls
P ERSONNEL: Pete O'Neill, Xavior Irregus, Jerry Rizzo, Allan Scherlen,
Jim Omarro, Mick Hotard and Brother Paul
R EPORTED BY: Pe te O' N e i l
We hiked that las t mile to the oval entrance of the ca v e. One main artery
pa ssage leads three-fo urths of the way through the cave. The best formations
of Gorman Falls, alth o ugh difficult to locate, are found in a small room at the
to p of a mud slope half way into the cave. The group gained experience and
e n joyment out of the mud and lake sections of the ca v e. After a b out five hours
of exploration, we exited and decided to practice some rappelling on some
n earby cliffs.
DA TE: January 13, 1973
DESTINATION: Dead Man's Cave, Marble Falls
P ERSONNEL: Jay Jordan, Noel Sloan
R EPORTED BY: Noel Sloan and Jay Jordan
While thumbing through the NSS "Guide to Texas Caves " , published in
1949, I found this entry: "Deadman's Cave -the only great unexplored cavern
no w known in Texas, this cave poses unique problems of descent .... 11 Rumors
a bout a "bottomless" hole {three dead men were supposedly thrown into it
du ring the Civil War) aroused my curiosity, so right after Austin's big snowfa ll we set out for the cave, using the guide's extremely cryptic directions.
We stopped at the described place and spent almost five hours looking --no
cave.
In desperation, and being almost out of gas, we headed back to Marble
Fa lls. We asked t he gas attendant if he knew where any caves were. "Caves,
eh, sonny?" he ask e d. "Weeeell, there ain't no caves around these parts,
bu t there 1 s this hole called Deadman 1 s ... 11 •
Following these new directions Jay and I ended up back at the same road
as before. Fortunately, we recognized our previous mistake in following the
directions and found the cave. By the time we reached the cave it was eight
thi rty and dark. But, after all our trouble we weren't about to leave. So we
rigged our rope and Jay made the first descent. After o v ercoming the probl e ms of a carbide light needing a recharge during the rappel, problems getting
ove r the knot, and being soaked by cave rain, we finally reached the bottom.
The cave was a large pit which opened out more and more as one descended.
The cave pro ve d to be about 55 meters deep, the last three meters of which
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were on a 45 degree breakdown slope. Almost 35 meters of the cave was
completely free rappel without any interference. At the bottom we found
a chimney which might go, however, we were too tired to find out.
It was twelve-thirty P.M. when we left the cave, tired but happy.
Having not had dinner yet, we climbed into Noel's ice covered VW bus and
stopped (cold, wet, and muddy) in a small cafe outside of Austin. Suprisin gly
enough, they served us.
Ed. note: With two people on this trip , both sent in a trip report. Even
more amazing was the fact that neither contradicted the other. This is th e
t y p e of enthusiasm all cavers should have for writing trip reports.
DATE: January 21, 1973
DESTINATION: Harrell's Cave
PERSONNEL: Ronnie Fieseler, Susan Hardcastle, Frank Binney, Darrel
Smith, Rodney Roundtree, John Steele, et al.
REPORTED BY: Ronnie Fieseler
Harrell's Cave is one of San Saba County's largest caves and had ne ve r
been adequately mapped. The forthcoming TSS publication on the caves of
San Saba County was almost finished and desperately needed a map of this
cave. It seemed a shame to publish without one so a few of us got togethe r
and decided to do something about it.
We met Sunday afternoon at the cave, located near the town of Bend.
Once in the cave we mapped a line around the circumference of the room ,
while John Steele took photographs. Two cross sections were drawn acro s s
the room and we took a break. For those who have not been to the cave, it
consists primarily of this one large room with a few crawls leading off. Aft er
a quick snack we were at it again. This time attacking the crawlways up b e hind the flowstone, a surveying job which took longer that the big room al though it involved a third as much passage. Finally, wet and muddy, we
left the cave and returned horne with the survey notes proudly in our pock e t.
DATE: January 22, 1973
DESTINATION: Big Bear Cave
PERSONNEL: Mick Hotard, Jim Amaro, Mark Kammer, Xavior Irregu s ,
Allen Scherlen, Pete O'Neill
REPORTED BY: Pete O'Neill
We arrived at the cave at 8 o'clock and proceeded to chimney into the
stove pipe entrance. Although the cave consists of only one room, it was
good experience for some of the novices we had along on this trip.
Note: Since this trip we have gated the cave.
DATE: January 27-28, 1973
DESTINATION: Austin - BOG, Gorman Falls
PERSONNEL: James Jasek, Jimmy Schroeder, Bob Farris, Dick Montgo m ery
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Charles Nelson, Noel Sloan, Jay Jordan, Ronnie Schaffner.
REPORTED BY: Noel Sloan
After the TSA BOG meeting, we spent a happy evening at the party which
followed.
Then we crashed at Terry Raines' house settling down for a short
night's sleep.
We arrived at Gorman Falls about noon on Sunday. The rest of our group
had already arrived and were exploring Gorman Cave; so we headed off to explore a couple of new caves which Jay and I had found two weeks earlier.
The first cave was a pit which had formed out of a crevice. Somehow,
I ended up going down first. James was preparing to come down next, but
thrmgh some sort of fancy foot-work, he almost launched a hundred pound
boulder down on top of me. Luckily, it got caught in the opening. Deciding
that the cave was now unsafe, and finding no passage at the bottom, we left
for the other cave.
It proved to be more what we were looking for. It was also formed in a
ere vic e. The entrance was about a four meter chimney. At the bottom we
fo und about 60 meters of passage, ranging from crawlways to a room about
two meters high. In the first part of the cave, hung one lonely bat. He was
in the exact same place as he had been two weeks before, when we had first
found the cave. Thus, we named the new discovery "Lone Bat Cave."
Next, we checked out a few more crevices in the area, but none of them
had any passage at the bottom. Meanwhile, part of the group was at a nearby
pit which had a free rappel, practicing their rope-work.
We -- still covered with cave mud -- concluded our trip with a hearty
meal at the Lampassass Dairy Queen.
DATE: February 19, 1973
DESTINATION: Bandit Cave
PERSONNEL: Ronnie Fieseler, Barbara Vinson, Mike Warton
REPORTED BY: Ronnie Fieseler
We arranged to meet David Read (a friend of the owner) at the cave, since
he had a key to the gate. David is involved in cleaning silt and debris from
the cave. Barbara, Mike, and I visited with him a while and then began
mapping. After about an hour and a half we had to quit since David needed to
leave the cave for the day. We mapped about 90-100 meters and still had
another hour or two more of work left, which we plan to finish in the next
week or two.
DATE: March 4, 5, 1973
DESTINATION: Luxembourg and Belgium
PERSONNEL: Joel Sneed, W. H. Howie
REPORTED BY
W. H. Howie
Joel Sneed, a Dante's Grotto member, and I headed up from Germany to
check out a few caves in Luxembourg that he had located on the topo map.
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We tromped through the woods . found a few openings but none of them went
far enough in to require lights. We tried another area which indicated a
cave and even had signs direct cng us through the woods, it turned out to be
an old WWII fortification built into the side of a bluff with a religious shrine
in it. So much for Luxembourg caving. We then headed up through Eastogne
to Jemelle, Belgium where we met M;ike Kimble, a Georgia caver, and
Guy De Biock a Belgium caver we had contacted. The Belgium's had pur chased a three story house that they used as their headquarters, it even ha d
ropes and ladders rigged on one side for on the spot practice.
The Belgian s
were all extremely nice people, though none of them except Guy spoke Engl i s h.
They were very interested in seeing American vertical techniques so we rig ge d
up our gear and spent the afternoon rigging them up with our stuff and lettin g
them try it out. They then in turn, showed us their different techniques of
getting in and out of pits. After supper we met an English girl who was goin g
to school in Brussels who invited us on a quick cave trip down to Grotte du
Trou Moulin. The cave had a huge entrance opening on the bank of a river
and was quite impressive . . We headed in the through the three dry siphons,
which fill up in thirty minutes in wet weather, to the point where Mike and I
had gotten last time. Dominque showed us the tiny squeeze way we had mis s ed,
beyond this the cave opened up. We tooled around, climbing and taking pictur es
for a couple hours and then headed back to the house where we crashed.
The next morning the three of us and Guy and two other Belgians head e d
up to Puits aux Lampes, a 60 meter pit and Belgium 1 s deepest single drop.
They rigged in a rope and a ladder then Guy headed down while the other two
passed gear down. After the third Belgian had rappelled in we tied in our
Goldline and I dropped in, but to my surprise, all three of them were still i n
the top portion of the pit rigging ladders from the halfway ledge. I waited ti lt
they all got down and then rappelled to the ledge where it took a few minutes
to untangle the gear. The first drip of about 30 meters had been all against
the wall but from the ledge the cave opened into a huge room 100 meters long ,
35 meters wide and 20 meters high, the whole layout of it very closely rese m bled MFP in Carta Valley. The floor was covered in breakdown and like MFP
there was no passage leading off. Mike came down and we looked around, ta lked
with the Belgium 1 sand with their insistance, climbed first as they observed
our technique. The way they work is to rappel in next to the ladders and the n
climb out on the ladders using a climbing device similiar to clogs for their
belay. We unrigged, said goodbye and headed home.
DATE: March 4, 1973
DESTINATION: Gorman Falls
PERSONNEL: James, Jasek, Jimmy Schroeder, Darrell Bunger, Noel Sloan
REPORTED BY: Noel Sloan
Jimmy informed
mated to be about 27
ing in our heads, we
Upon finding the

us that he had found two new pits, one of which he estimeters deep. Thus, with dreams of 27 meter pits dancanxiously left Waco about 9AM.
deeper of the two pits, we quickly rigged out rope. The
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pit, Like most of the pits at Gorman Falls, is perhaps more properly referred
to as a crevice,
It was barely wide enough to negotiate, but this did not stop
us .
The crevice was not a free drop; instead, it curved gradually as it went
dow n. This made it impossible to ever see more that about two meters below
you at any one time.
About halfway down, the rope had somehow become wedged between a
La rge rock and one of the walls. After almost 45 minutes of struggling with
the rope, it proved impossible to free it. So James now has two sections of
Go ldline -- one is 30 meters Long, the other is LO meters Long.
In spite of the mishap, the bottom of the cave was finaLLy reached. It
w idened out into a room about 2. 5 meters high and 6 meters Long, not much
of a reward for the price which we paid in rope. The pit turned out to be only
20 meters deep.
Next, we checked out the othe r pit which Jimmy had found. In trying to
cle ar the small hole which formed the cave's entrance, we expertly managed
to we dge a Large bould e r into the opening. It was a bad day for rocks! Howeve r, after careful study, Darrell and Jimmy managed to remove it. Then
Ja me s and I utilized his 11 new 11 ten meter section of rope for the rappel. At
the bottom we found about ten meters of passage. The passage Looked Like it
co nt inued even further, but the crawlway was blocked by dirt and would require
exte nsive digging.
We concluded our trip by checking out a couple of other small caves in the
are a, and making a quick tour of Gorman Cave.
DA TE: March LO, L973
DE STINATION: McKittrick Cave, Endless Cave, Eddy Co., New Mexico
PE RSONNEL: F. Binney, S. Hardcastle, B. Vinson, B. Elliott, J. Dobler,
B. Lloyd, J. Vinson, M. J. Lloyd, G. Lloyd, R. Fieseler
RE PORTED BY: R. Fieseler
After driving through horrendous e Le ctrica l, hail, and rain storms, we
arr ived at McKittrick Hill and crashed with the wind and rain blowing around
50 -60 miles an hour. The trucks were actually rocking back and forth with
the force of the wind. Saturday morning it slacked up to around 25 mph and we
set off for the cave. Arriving at McKittrick Cave we split into two mapping
teams. Elliott, Binney, B. Vinson, and Dobler mapped through the entrance
and turned Left. Fieseler, Lloyd, and Hardcastle turned right at station 3
and began their survey. Jon Vinson wandered around and took photos while
harrassing us.
Highlights during the mapping was the finding of porcupines by each team,
Fie seler slipping on a rock which fell and broke his new 30 meter tape, and
the horrible puns which the cavers sprung 1 1upun 11 one another. At any rate,
Elliott's team mapped 733. 05 feet of passage white Fieseler 's team snared
L253. 99 feet (after converting from meters) . Total for the day ... L987. 04!!
CLo sure was excellent too. Both teams mapped to a common point which
made for a 1000 foot loop with a verticle closure of 0. 64 feet and a horizontal
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of six feet.
Sunday found us making a quick trip into Endless Cave to look for some
blue dirt for Dwight Deal and to take some pictures. After 3-4 hours we wer e
headed home, without the dirt, but with some pictures. A very successful
weekend of caving.
DATE: March 10, 1973
DESTINATION: Deadman's Cave, Goat Cave
PERSONNEL: Charlotte Rogers, Ron Schaffner, Jay Jorden
REPORTED BY: Jay Jorden
On a lead from Bill Russell, we headed out to Oak Hills to find Goat Cav e,
but the owner refused us entry because "we're using it as a trash dump; why,
it must be half full of garbage by now ... " Undaunted, we went to Deadman's
and found bats in.it, lots of Pearl beer cans and three old tires. The pit is
.around 50 meters and is a free drop; it's a fine substitute for Fischer's Pit
and seems to be larger.
DATE: March 10-ll, 1973
DESTINATION: Little Gem and Enchanted Rock Cave
PERSONNEL: Mike Mitchell, Todd Clark
REPORTED BY: Mike Mitchell
Todd, one of my fifth grade students and interested in caves, and I went
to Little Gem where I gave instructions on basic caving techniques, caving
safety, and cave conservation.
After this very enjoyable experience, we did Enchanted Rock Cave. Tod d 's
energy was inexhaustable, and he had a better time of it than I did. After we
came out, hunger overtook me, and I was ready for a feed, but he wanted to
go back through!! When we reached the bottom of the rock he asked: "When
are we coming back? " Another caver is born!
I feel this type of field trip and guided experience is invaluable to young,
new cavers and should be done more often.
DATE: March LL, 1973
DESTINATION: Corkscrew Cave
PERSONNEL: Allen Scherlen, Mick Hotard, Spunk Valdispino and Pete O'Neill
REPORTED BY: Pete O'Neill
We entered the cave around 8:30AM. We exited around 4:20 PM. With
the exception of finding a new pas sage (which we didn't come to the end of) in
the mud room and having the cave owners son untie the rope we had rigged
at the cave entrance, while I was on it, nothing much happened on this trip.
There is now a gate on the cave, installed by Central Catholic, and it is
open to anyone with the proper release form.
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DATE: March 16-17, 1973
DESTINATION: Natural Bridge Caverns - South Fault
PERSONNEL: AL Brandt, Glenn Darilek, Phil Winkler, Pete O'NeiLL, Mike
B undrant, Ron Bickle in
REPORTED BY: Phil Winkler
We entered the cave in the evening after the Last tour had gone through.
Went down the south fault to a back room which has some very nice formations
and mapped backwards to the spot where the Last crew had finished. We came
out of the cave at three in the morning completely sick of mud and vowing not
to go again. UnfortunateLy GLenn and I found another lead that we pushed for
about 15 minutes that hasn't been mapped, so at Least one more trip is needed
to finish this epic survey.
DATE: March 23-25, 1973
DESTINATION: Cottonwood Cave, GuadaLupe Mountains
PERSONNEL: Bob Lloyd, Victor Anderson, and Dennis (Chris) Williams
REPORTED BY: Chris Williams
The trip began on a nice sunny afternoon in Ft. Worth, but wasn't destined
to end that way. At Ablilene we encountered rain and hail, the Guadalupes
produced a snow star m, and the return trip brought a dust storm.
The trip into Cottonwood proved very interesting to say the Least. Victor
r ec ently came from Rome, Italy and wasn't used to our caving techniques, but
did very weLL.
Upon our return to the surface about 7:30 that night we encountered 6
11
pe ople" going into the cave. Only one of these had been caving before, and
none of them had a permit. To top it off they had at least one rifle with them.
We left soon afterwards due to the snow storm mentioned earlier and
camped at Sitting Bull Falls. The next morning we took pictures around the
falls and Left for home.
I would Like to add that Bob's new four wheel drive, automatic, Blazer
did a great job.
DATE: March 27, 1973
DESTINATION: Goat Cave, Travis County
PERSONNEL: Bill Elliott, Susan Hardcastle, Ronnie Fieseler, Ron Ralph
REPORTED BY:Ronnie Fieseler
A quick trip to Goat Cave was made to coLLect millipeds for Bill's dissertation work. Only one milliped was captured despite two hours of searching.
Other critters coLLected were a scorpion, Lizard, and a rhadine beetle. Fieseler
spent about an hour revising the old map and adding detail. Two other promising Looking sinks nearby were checked out by Ron Ralph.
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DATE: March 28, 1973
DESTINATION: McNeil Bat Cave, Travis CoLlllty
PERSONNEL: Ed Alexander, Bill Elliott, Sheila Johnson, Linda Owens,
Cindy ?
REPORTED B ·:: Bill Elliott
About two hours were spent in the cave collecting Speodesmus milliped s
for Bill. This was Linda and Cindy's first cave trip. Linda really seemed
to enjoy the trip and found five of the seven millipeds we coLLected!
DATE: March 30, 1973
DESTINATION: Lost Gold Cave, Travis County
PERSONNEL: Bill ELLiott, Ronnie Fieseler
REPORTED BY: Ronnie Fies eler
We had to meet the owner and sign releases before we could go m the
cave. Then he led us to the property and the cave, which is located in some
very dense brushy hill country southwest of Austin. We spent about two ho ur s
in the cave collecting. Results were two more millipeds for Bill's graduat e
study, plus a scorpion, as sass in bug, various spiders, snails, cockroache s ,
and an isopod. A new location map was made as we left the cave since many
of the roads had been changed since the old location and directions were ma de
back in the early 60's.
DATE: April l, 1973
PERSONNEL: Allen Scherlen, Mick Hotard, Marty Menchaca, Nick Gurer a,
Brother Paul Golantowitz, Pete 0 'Neill
REPORTED BY: Pete O'Neill
I chimnied the 6 meter pit on the first lead and found that it was worthles s,
so I called for everyone else to come down (April Fools!). The last person
down was Brother Paul and during his des cent was goosed by a 15 centimeter
rock projectile, Seeing as we were the first persons to enter this cave we
decided to name the cave Brother Goose after the second most exciting event
which occured. The first being that they t~rew a rock across the entrance
before I had made my escape good.
After climbing 5 meters to the floor of the next unnamed cave, we tried
to dig out a small passage which seemed to have a lot of wind blowing out of
it. We fol.Uld that more equipment would be necessary if we hoped to open it
up so we exited and went to another cave.
This next cave we named "Fools Delight". This cave is about 25 meters
long, 9 meters wide, and has ceiling heights of up to 2 meters. There are a
number of small crawlways in the cave, but from what we could tell they dead
end after about one meter.
The killer for this trip was that the owners son (our guide) had told us
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that he had seen a hole in the ground and that w hen he dropped a rock in it
he di d not h e ar it hit the bottom. H e also said that when he looked over the edge
he c ould not see the bottom . Needless to say when we looked over the edge
of t his gapping hol e it was about 3 meters de e p and l meter wide.
The moral of this t rip r e port is ne v er go caving on April Fools Day.
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Now is the time to subscribe to the Texas Caver. Some of the outstanding
arti cles that will be published in the coming months are:
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE BALCON ES FAULT ZONE by Jorja Lindgrom·
TOWARDS A BETTER UNDERSTANDING OF LIMESTONE FORMATIONS
IN TEXAS by Jorja Lindgrom
EXTENDING FLASHLIGHT EFFECTI V ENESS by Ralph D. Gerhardt
HYPOTHERMIA by Chuck Stu ehm
HARRELL'S CAVE by Ronnie Fieseler
NAPOLEON HAD A 39 INCH WHAT? by Gill Ediger
MORE ON THE TROPICAL BOOT by Ronnie Fieseler
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